West Barnes
Allegation

Method

Address

Arson

BURLINGTON ROAD

Burglary - Residential

believed an unknown person has deliberately started a fire in a
skip, damaging skip and fence.
attempted burglary at stated residential address

LINKWAY

11/07/2018 20:00

Criminal Damage To a
Dwelling
Other Theft
Other Theft

The suspect has kicked the front door and broken the YALE
lock
Suspect filling up vehicle and making off without payment
driver of vehicle filled with fuel and made no attempt to pay

LINKWAY

08/07/2018 10:30

BEVERLEY WAY
MALDEN WAY

03/07/2018 09:42
27/07/2018 10:20

Other Theft

Suspect filled up with fuel then left making no attempt to pay

SHANNON CORNER

09/07/2018 11:33

Other Theft

theft

ELM CLOSE

09/07/2018 09:30

Other Theft

By unknown suspect removing the chain from the bicycle
together with the back wheel before decamping, direction
unknown.

CLAREMONT AVENUE

15/07/2018 18:30

Other Theft

By suspect entering the venue and filling with fuel and then
going into the shop buying food and did not pay for the fuel

BEVERLEY WAY

10/07/2018 11:00

Other Theft

By suspect driving the vehicle into the venue and filling with
fuel and then making off without payment
Between 29/06/2018 and 27/07/2018 victim has had her
passport stolen from within her property inside the kitchen
drawer. No suspects seen or heard at this stage.

BEVERLEY WAY

24/07/2018 12:00

STANLEY AVENUE

29/06/2018 00:01

Theft from motor vehicle at Tescos car park
by suspect unknown taking vehicle from location believed at
0400 when tracker was activated to show vehicle moving

BEVERLEY WAY
MARINA AVENUE

30/07/2017 20:30
30/06/2018 23:00

Other Theft

Theft From M/V
Theft/Taking of M/V

Date and time
from
13/07/2018 03:30

Date and time
to

12/07/2018
09:00
08/07/2018
10:40

09/07/2018
12:00
15/07/2018
22:30

27/07/2018
23:59

01/07/2018
21:50

Theft/Taking of M/V

By Suspects approaching the victims motorcycle on a moped
where one of the Suspects has got off the moped and pushed
the victims motorcycle away without the knowledge or
permission of the victim.

SHANNON
COMMERCIAL
CENTRE, BEVERLEY
WAY

16/07/2018 15:05

Theft/Taking of M/V

Suspect has driven off with a Grey Volkswagen Golf following
viewing as vehicle advertised for sale
suspect has stolen vehicle from drive of house.

PHYLLIS AVENUE

28/07/2018 14:27

MARINA AVENUE

28/07/2018 09:45

Theft/Taking of M/V

28/07/2018
18:00

